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I. INTRODUCTION

By motion dated September 10, 1981, Intervenor Sholly

moved the Board to reopen the record on Sholly Contentions

6a and 15 based on the discovery of an NRC Staff document

which contains recommendations on improvements 'needed as a

result of an investigation performed by a team from the NRC's

Office of Inspection and Enforcement into the TMI-2 accident.

The report, " Recommendations of TMI-2 IE Investigation Team

(Operational Aspects)," September 1979, is referred to by

the NRC Staff, the Licensee, and the Board as the " Martin

Report."

The NRC Staff filed its response to the motion on

September 30, 1981, and, by leave of the Board, the Licensee ,
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filed its response to the motion on October 5, 1981.

The Board, by Memorandum and Order dated October 13, 1981,
9

directed Intervenor Sholly and UCS (which filed a similar motion _

to reopen the record based on the same document) to respond

to three specific questions, and also granted them leave to

respond to "all aspects of the answers" to the motions to

reopen the record (Board Memorandum and Order, October 13,

1981, at 2). Intervenor Sholly first addresses the Board's
.

questions, and then responds to a number of matters raised

by the NRC Staff and the Licensee in their answers to the

motion to reopen the record.

II. RESPONSE TO BOARD OUESTION ONE

It is Intervenor Sholly's position that the motion to

reopen the record was timely filed, notwithstanding the answers

to the motion filed by the Licensee and the NRC Staff. In

asserting timeliness, Intervenor Sholly relies upon the following

factors:

A. Based on the charter of the IE Investigation

Team which conducted the TMI-2 accident inves-

tigar. ion, there was no cause to expect that

the members of that team would prepare any

recommendations such as are contained in
.

%
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- the " Martin Report." -

_. B. There was no reason to expect that the IE . . .
,

== -' Investigation Team would produce any report ini r es:'

,] other than NUREG-0600. '

~

C. The foreward to NUREG-0600, written by Victor'-o , , n er
__.

Stello (Director of the office of Inspection

and Enforcement), provided further support for

the conclusion in "A" above.
.

D. Both the charter for the IE "Special Review

Group" and the ontents of the report prepared

by the Special Review Group (namely, NUREG-0616)

made it quite clear what NUREG-0616 represented

IE's " lessons learned" report, and that NUREG-0616

contained all of IE's recommendations for any

necessary improvements required as a result of

the TMI-2 accident.

E. The TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660) , through its --

various drafts and the final version, was mis -

( leading in its treatment of the " Martin Report".
I

( F. The sole citation to the " Martin Report" in

NOREG-0660 contained insufficient information

to permit public access to that report, resulting

in that report not beinJ "available" in anyc

conventional sense.
|
i
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These factors are addressed below in some detail:in order. .< r, u---

that the Board may fully understand Intervenor Sholly's position
C

1
- that the motion to reopen the record is timely. . , . .

.

t 1

.

A. There was no cause to expect that
the IE Investigation Team would
make separate tecommendations
for necessary improvements due to
the TMI-2 accident.

.

The charter for the IE Investigation Team was established

in a memorandum from John G. Davis (Acting Director, Office of

Inspection and Enforcement) through the EDO to the NRC Commissioners.
~

Based on that memorandum and on the repetition of the goals in the

preface to NUREG-0600, it is clear that the IE Investigation Team

had two basic goals:

"1. To establish, in a comprehensive manner, the
facts concerning the events of the Three Mile
Island accident during the period investigated."

"2. To evaluate the performance of the Licensee in
association with the Three Mile' Island accident
as a basis for corrective action or enforcement
action as appropriate."

[ SOURCE: NUREG-0600, Enclosure 1, memorandum from
John G. Davis through EDO to NRC Commissioners,
dated April 20, 1979, page 1; NUREG-0600, preface,
page i]

.

Even more critical and to the point, however, is a descrip-

tion of what the IE Investigation Team would not do, including,-
.

inter alia:



_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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"3. Any review and evaluation of the NRC regula-
tory process as it relates to the Three Mile
Island accident for ' lessons learned.' IE c

is not collecting information concerning nor
*

evaluating:

Legislative authority of the NRC*

Rules and regulations of the NRC*

Safety research*

Licensing process*

, Inspection and enforcement process"*

[ SOURCE: NUREG-0600, Enclosure 1, memorandum
from John G. Davis through EDO to NRC Commissioners,
dated April 20, 1979, page 3]

Based on these facts, Intervenor Sholly concluded that

the IE Investigation Team's responsibilities were as outlined

in the Davis memorandum. Therein, there is no indication what-

soever that the IE Investigation Team would be making recommendations

of a " lessons learned" nature. Yet, despite the explicit limitations
'

placed on the scope of the IE Investigation Team's work, that-

group indeed went on to produce two sets of recommendations,-the -

first being the " Martin Report" and the second being a report

entitled, " Radiological Investigation Team Recommendations for

Further Action." Despite the restricted scope of the IE

Investigation Team's work, and especially the specific restricticn

of scope as cited above from page 3 of the Davis memorandum,

the IE Investigation Team, as we now know, went on to make many

.
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recommendations in the areas of conduct of inspections, enforce-

ment policy, plant design, safety classification of equipment and
<

systems, human factors engineering, instrumentation and controls,

emergency planning, plant operations, radiation monitoring, and

health physics.

B. There was no reason to expect
that the IE Investigation Team
would produce any report other
than NUREG-0600.,

Upon publication of NUREG-0600, there was no indication

in that report of any intent or need for the IE Investigation

Team to produce any further or additional reports or documents.

Indeed, NUREG-0600 characterizes itself as an " investigative

report" and is designated with a number that is characteristic

of NRC investigations, namely Investigative Report No. 50-320/

79-10.

When the contents of NUREG-0600 are compared with the
'

requirements set forth in the April 20, 1979, memorandum from

John G. Davis to the Commissioners (Enclosure 1 to NUREG-0600),

it is clear that NUREG-0600 contained all of the requisite

material called for by the IE Investigation Team's charter.

Thus, there was no cause to e:. pet:. (bi IE Investigation Team

to produce additional reports which, as we now know, they did.

.
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C. The foreward to NUREG-0600 provides
additional support for the conclusion

,

u
in "A" above. <

'

.

The foreward to NUREG-0600, written by the Director of

the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Victor Stello, Jr.,C
.

provided further emphasis to the limited role of the IE
investigation into the TMI-2 accident and the relationship
of NUREG-0600 to other accident investigations. Mr. Stello's

foreward to NUREG-0600 clearly places " lessons learned"

eraphasis on the early accions required by _;RC IE Bulletins

and Orders, and on the work done by the Lessons Learned Task

Force (namely, the writing of NUREG-0578). The foreward |

to NUREG-0600 clearl~y separates the purposes of NUREG-0600 i

1

and other accident investigations; the only tie-in with the |

" Lessons Learned" report was Mr. Stello's comments that the

NUREG-0600 investigation " adds further emphasis" to the need

for plant and procedural modifications as specified in
|NUREG-057 8.

In addition, the preface to NUREG-0600 places even more
|

distance between the IE Investigation Team's work and the j

work of other investigators by stating:

1
I

"This report is not a definitive study of every j

facet of the Three Mile Island accident. Nor it
it an engineering evaluation of the accident. Those
evaluations are being done by other Offices within
this agency as well as by other organizations."

.

.
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.[ SOURCE: NUREG-0600, preface, page ii)=_ ,

a .

-. _ e

D. The t harter for the Specii.1 Review .

Group and the contents of NUREG-0616
clearly make this the " lessons learned"

_

report by IE.

.

IE crganized an entirelv separate team from the TMI-2

IE Investigation Team to write IE's " lessons Icarned" report.

That report, NUREG-0616, was produced by.the "Special Review

Group" (S RG) , pursuant to a charte'r established in a July 12,

1979, memorandum wri tten by IE Director . Victor Stello, Jr. ,

included as Appendix L to NUREG-0616.

- The charter fo,r the SRG'specified that SRG would have the

res9unsibility for " identifying areas where lessons have been

learned by IE and of developing recommended actions." The

charter memo also indicated Mr. Stello's expectation that the

SRG would deal.with such? subject areas as design problems,
/- i

qualification and safety'. categorization of components and

systems, administrative' controls, operator and staff training,

and many others. ,
,

NtJREG-0C16 was published in December 1979. According to

Appendix P-of NUREG-0616, the SRG. contacted Director of IE,

'' the Director"of IE Region I, the Director of the Division of

Reactor Operations Inspectiob (who- received the Martin Report") ,"

4

and the Director of the-Division of Fual .Pacilities and Materials

Safety Inspection (who received the companion " Radiological" -

-

.

s

- ,% d a-_ ---_. - _ &
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report). The SRG also contacted the "IE TMI Investigation."

L- Despite these contacts, no reference to the " Martin Report" or c

to the " Radiological" report appears in NUREG-0616. There is ,

no indication in NUREG-0616 that the authors of *kat report

had ever seen or heard of the " Martin Report" or its companion

report on radiological matters, despite the obvious similarity

in the " lessons learned" type of recommendations contained in

both reports.
.

E. The TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660) in'

its *arious drafts and final form is
misleading in its treatment of the
" Martin Report."

.

,

Draft 1 of the TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660), contained

as an attachment to a memorandum dated December ll, 1979, from

Harold Denton through the EDO to the NRC Commissitners, contains

numerous references to "IE-TMI-HP" and "IE-TMI-OPS", as well

as additional references such as, "NUREG-0600: IE TMI-2

Invtstigation Recommendations 21 and 22 (Memo JMAllan'to

JH Sniezak, September 28, 1979)." These entries appeared

,

initially to be quite mysterious, but in the " Key to References" --

.

t:

contained at pages 1-3 of the December 10, 1979, Dr.'ft 1 of

- the Action Plan, it is explained, "The designations IE: TMI-OPS,

'

IE: TMI-HP, and similar entries refer to NUREG-0600. "
_

' Draft 3 of the Action Plan, dated March 3, 1980, contains

*

,
.

N t

,
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similar references, referring to "NUREG-0600: TMI-OPS", but

- without any " Key to References" . To the best of Intervenor

Sholly's knowledge, the only more complete reference to the .

" Martin Report" (even this was not complete as detailed in

"F" below) appears in the final version of the Action Plan,

NUREG-0660, as it was published by the NRC in May 1980.

This ceries of events, especially the instruction in

Draft 1 of the Ac, tion Plan, led Intervenor Sholly to conclude
that the similar references in the final version of the Action
Plan were also referring to NUREG--0600, with which Ir.tervenor

Sholly was familiar, and which, indeed, served as the basis

for several of Intervenor Sholly's contentions. Thus, the

references in the final version of the TMI Action Plan were
insuf ficient to attract special attention. This is especially

true when one considers further how the " Martin Report" is

treated in the final version of the Action Plan.
The " Martin Report", as Licensec observed, served as

the basis for some 25 recommendations. Yct, in Volume II

of the 7.ction Plan ('vhich appears for the first time in the

final published version of NUREG-0660), there is no point-

by-point responsc of the Staff to'each " Martin Report"

recommendation. The Staff did supply ruch point-by-point

responses to, among other things, a report by the Atomic
Industrial Forum (which served as the basic for not a single

Action Plan recommendation) and a "SECY" paper on operator
.

.
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- training and qualifications (which served as the tasis for _ _ . - -

3 recommendations). Volume II also included point-by-point
,

- discussions of recommendations by the Lessons Learned Task .

Force, the President's Commission (Kemeny), the special Inquiry

Group (Rogovin), and the IE Special Review Group. The IE

_ . Investigation Team recommendations as included in the " Martin

Report" and the companion " Radiological" report were not

included in Volume II of NUREG-0660. There is no explanation

of these circumstances. The latter listing is curious, since

the " Martin Report" served as the basis for more recommendations

than did either Lessons Learned Task Force report (16 for NUREG-

0578, ar.d 15 for NUREG-0585) ; more recommendations than the

Special Review Group Report (23 for NUREG-0616) ; and nearly

as many as the President's Commission and the Special Inquiry

Group (35 and 36 recommendations, respectively).

From all indications throughout the Action Plan's many

versions, therefore, the " Martin" report was either portrayed

(incorrectly) as part of NUREG-0600 or made to appear to be

a relatively insignificant report because it was apparently

not significant enough to warrant a point-by-point response

by the Staff, which did make a point-by-point response.to _ _

an AIF document which served as the basis for no Action Plan
~

items, but rather was a significant industry effort to dilu*e

the Action Plan and extend the implementation of its requirements.

Moreover, the Staff and the Licensee both go to great
.
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pains in their. answers to the motion to reopen the record to m

selectively quote from the Action Plan to buttress their
s

position that the Action Plan somehow gave an indication that. _m. u .a .ca. _ y

merely by referencing the " Martin Report" that the Action Plan

responded to the recommendations contained in the " Martin

Report." Nothing could be further from the truth, however.

There is no indication in the Action Plan whatsoever

that the cited bases for the Action Items in the plan are
.

contrary to what the Action Plan itself calls for, but a

review of the " Martin Report" recommendations and the

corresponding Action Plan requirements quickly reveals that

this indeed is the case. For example, the " Martin Report"

recommends at two different places that an audio / video

recordirg system be installed in nuclear power plant control

rooms. The Action Plan at numerous places references the

" Martin Report" recommendation at "C.l.a"; the Action Plan

fails to point out, however, that recommendation "C.l.a"

of the " Martin Report" actually contains 17 separate and

distinctly different recommendations.

There is not a single Action Plan requirement which

responds to the " Martin Report" recommendations (at pages

13 and 35) on the installation of audio / video equipment

in the control rooms of nuclear power plants. Although

indicating that he was satisfied (without explaining why

.
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_ _ _ or how) that other actions were sufficient, Mr. Robert D.. Martin- - - ,

conceded that there were no Action Plan requirements that respondedt
,

l
p specifically to the " Martin Report" recommendations on this m . , . -.

issue (See, Affidavit of Robert D. Martin, page 4, item 12,

attached to NRC Staff response to motion to reopen, dated

September 30, 1981).

Furthermore, although the Action Plan states that decisions

on whether to include specific recommendations in the plan were

based "primarily on whether they were necessary to respond to

the recommendations of the principal investigations" of the
-

.

accident (NUREG-0660, page 3). Intervenor Sholly has identified

a host of recommendations in both the " Martin Report" and the

companion " Radiological" report that do not appear in the Action

Plan. Keyed to the designations in the " Martin Report", the

following " Martin Report" recommendations do not appear to have

any counterpart in the TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660:

A.l.a C.3.a

A.2 thru A.7 C.5.b

B.l.a C.5.c

B.l.c C.7.b

B.2.f C.7.e

D.2

The above listing does not include a list of individual

items within each recommendation (such as the 17 individual
.

Y
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recommendations of C.l.a or the 10 recommendations of C.l.c). , ,

_ __ Certainly, it is clear tha* the Action Plan does not respond

--- to all of the " Martin Report" recommendations. In many cases, , . , .. .

even where the listing of a reference to the " Martin Report"

does occur in the Action Plan, a check of the " Martin Report"

recommendation reveals that the Action Plan requirement is

not the same or even the opposite of what was recommended in
'

the source document. There is no indication in the Action
.

Plan that this cou.1d be so, yet it obviously is. For example,

a recommendation that the incore thermocouples be made safety

grade (" Martin Report" recommendation I.a.l.1) could hardly

considered to be comparable to an Action Plan requirement

(II.F.5) that the safety classification of equipment be

reviewed to create a Regulatory Guide covering such matters.

F. The citations to the " Martin Report"
in the Action Plan were insufficient
to permit access to the document in
the Public Document Room.

I
The only reason that the Staff was able to locate the

| " Martin Report" in the Public Document Room (PDR) was by
I
'

virtve of its unique knowledge of the fact that Mr. Martin

was even connected with that report. Every reference in the

|
Action Plan to the " Martin Report" is in the form of a memo

from J.M. Allan to N.C. Moseley. No computer search under

Mr. Martin's name was conducted by Intervenor Sholly because -

P

-
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21 Mr. Martin's affiliation with the report was not known to

- Intervenor Sholly until the report was actually received from
*

..
- - - Mr. Grier at' Region ~I. .<:n i

,

Moreover, the Staff's assertion that the " Martin Report"

,} was available in the PDR since " late 1979" is incorrect. In _ _. .:: r

point of fact, the document was entered into the NRC's accession

listing on January 17, 1980; documents are not placed into

the files in the PDR until they are entered into the accession

listing on the computer. The " Martin Report" finally found

its way into the PDR more than two months after it was written

only because Mr. Stello wrote a memo to a number of senior

NRC Staff members and enclosed the " Martin Report" as an

attachment. The date of Mr. Stello's memo is December 7, 1979,

well af ter the writing of the " Martin Report. " (Attachment 1)

The only way the " Martin Report" could have been located

by any member of the public would be to either (a) know about

Mr. Martin's involvement with the report and do a compute.r

search under that name, or (b) to blindly search the TMI-2

docket files under Category "P" until the document was located.

- Intervenor Sholly performed such a blind search, but did not

locate the document because it was filed so long after it

was originally written.

Thus, in any convention sense of the word "available",

! the " Martin Report" was not "available" in the PDR, but rather
|

was buried there in an unlikely location and hidden in the
.

L
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--- accession listing computer under a name that no one outside

a limited number of NRC Staff members would have known about. . ,--

:
The fact that not a single NRC witness who submitted an 'n - '

affidavit with the Staff's response to the motion to reopen

1 .. the record had ever heard of the " Martin Report" until time = . -_ ..

motion itself was filed is mute testimony to the limited

circulation that report received. Although there is no

positive evidence that the Staff " suppressed" the report,

it certainly can be stated that the Staff did not give the

" Martin Report" the wide distribution within and outside

the NRC that it gave other related reports such as NUREG-0600,

NUREG -vo78, NUREG-0585, and the Rogovin report.

In summary, with respect to timeliness, Intervenor Sholly's

position is that the motion to reopen the record was timely. The

Board should find (in Licensee's words) that Intervenor Sholly

exercised " reasonable care and due diligence" in pursuing

discovery on his contentions. Indeed, the Board has made

similar observations on a number of occasions in this proceeding.

III. RESPONSE TO BOARD QUESTION TWO

Based on the applicable case law as cited by the Board, the

preponent of a motion to reopen the record must meet the following

tests in order to be successful with the motion:
.
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__ .- A. The motion must be-timely presented. -~

_ B. The motion must be addressed to a "significant _
,

'~

- ~ safety or environmental issue." --

,

C. The motion must establish that a different

__ ,; result would have_been' reached. initially if .11 .ty

the subject information had been considered

at that time.

.

The test of timeliness has been addressed at pages 2-16,

supra, and will not be discussed further here.

The Staff and the Licensee both make reference to the

" heavy burden" of a proponent of a motion to reopen the record.

All such references in NRC case law appear to eventually lead

to a Supreme Court-case, ICC v. Jersey City, 322 U.S. 503, 514

(1944). Nowhere in the cited pages of ICC v. Jersey City is

there elucidated a " heavy burden" for the proponent of a motion

to reopen the record. Indeed, in that case, the court was dealing

with a final agency decision. In this case, we are dealing
,

with a circumstance in which, although the record has been _

! closed, the Board has not yet rendered its decision. Moreover,

even the Board's decision ~is not-the " final agency action"

in the case.'

! Intervenor Sholly_ recognizes implicitly, nonetheless,.that

; there is a burden to overcome in moving to reopen the-record.
,

However, nowhere in applicable case law is the ominous-sounding
. .

-

! !

-
,
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" heavy burden" theory: supported. Intervenor Sholly suggests

that the " burden" applicable here would be analogous to the - - - . <
_

c, -

~ ~ burden on aniintervenor advancing a late-filed contention. -

The applicable standards in such an instance which are applicable.

_
. to a motion to reopen the' record would be-good cause,for failure T+'':.

to file earlier, the availability of other means to protect

the proponents interests, the extent to which the proponent

might assist in developing a sound record, the extent to which
,

the proponent's interests would be represented by other parties,

and the extent to which the granting of the motion would delay

the proceeding. These tests will be addressed below.

Regarding the third test cited on page 17, supra, it

is difficult to establish what is called for there because

there is no decision at this point in-time. Both the Staff

and the Licensee appear to have taken the position that

since the motion did not change the Staff's witnesses minds,
t

[ this is all that matters. This, of course, is almostitotally
,

irrelevant to the question of whether the introduction of

additional evidence which is sought by the-motion to reopen
,

will alter the Board's minds. It may be of some significance

to the Board that the original witnesses would not change their

minds in the face of the new evidence, but this is not the

sum total of the issues here. Indeed, Intervenor-Sholly does

not seek to re-examine.the original witnesses, but rather

f seeks to examine, for the first time, the originators'of the
..

recommendations themselves.

-
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pn It may develop upon granting of the motion that the Staff

would wish to recall the original witnesses; that is certainly
<

- -" their prerogative. -At. issue here, however, is whether,the u;;,

,

Board's decision will be changed by the t'estimony of the members
:

of the IE Investigation Team who authored the recommendations _

i
which are the subject of the motion to reopen the record.

The Staff and Licensee have essentially offered their

views that such an additional proceeding will not change the
" .

Board's mind. It is Intervenor Sholly's position that the

i additional proceedings, if granted, may do so; without knowing

the Board's position at this time, it is impossible to say

for certain if the Board's views will be changed. Certainly,

i however, only a full adversarial presentation of these matters
i

| will resolve the issues. What the. Staff has attempted to do

via affidavit in this instance'is to substitute only the

advantages of a one-sided presentation for the advantages<

,

and-disadvantages which are attendant upon an adversarial
! presentation--the Staff seeks to litigate the merits of . __

the motion without subjecting its witnesses:to cross-examination.-.. -

i Regarding the test of the safety significance of the issues
i

stated on page 17, supra, the issues upon which the motion is'

made fall into two categories b, contention subject matter. The
.

[ issue's dealing with the Integrated Control System (ICS),-namely
I

that the ICS be made safety-grade and the mid-scale failures
.

.

|

be eliminated from control room instrumentation, are both related
i

.

,

t

I

!

_ . . . - - . . . _ . ~.__. _ . _ , . . _. , , . _ _ __ , _ , .
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Cr_ in the final analysis to systems interaction. The concern about -

the ICS that prompted the Staff to be concerned about the ICS and
c

prompted the Commission to include the ICS in the TMI-l hearing . . .

order was the potential for the ICS to initiate or exacerbate

transients and accidents. This is precisely the definition of -

systems interaction, wherein a non-safety-related system (the

ICS) interacts with other plant systems to initiat- or exacerbate

a transient or accident.
'

Systems interaction, of which the ICS issues are a subset,

is the subject of two Unresolved Safety Issues (USI's). Task

A-17, initiated in 1977, is entitled, " Systems Interaction

in Nuclear Power Plants." The first phase r' the Staff's work

on this issue was to contract with Sandia Laboratories to
evaluate systems interaction analysis methodology and how the

Standard Review Plan accounts for systems interaction.

,

Sandia produced a report, NUREG/CR-1321, in April 1980,

which concluded the application of systems interaction methodology

should not be limited to systems identified in the Standard

Review Plan as " safety-related", and that the Standard Review

Plan had " soft spots" in it related to systems interactions

that could increase the likelihood of core damage if they

occurred (See, NUREG/CR-1321, page vi). A later Staff assessment

of the Sandia work, included in the " Action Plan Tracking System"

report dated May 1981, concluded that the Sandia report indicated

that " fault tree methodology did not illustrate the feasibility of

identifying actual SI occurrences." (See, Attachment 2 to this
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- response, a copy of the Action Plan Tracking System report for- r- -

May 1981, concerr.ing Action Plan item II .C.3 ; this is the latest
<

version of the APTS that is publicly available, and it was released

only because of a Freedom of Information Act request)

In response to Action Plan item II.C.3, which replaces or

soon will replace USI Task A-17, the Staff contracted for three

reviews of the Sandia report, a review of the " state-of-the-art"

of systems interaction analysis methodology, and a review of

several actual incidents. These reviews were conduc,ted by

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Battelle Columbus Laboratory,

and Brookhaven National Laboratory, and~were published'in January

1981 as NUREG/CR-1859, NUREG/CR-1896, and NUREG/CR-1901, res-

pecti vely . Again, according to the Action Plan Tracking System

report for May 1981, the " state-of-art review concluded that no

single method presently exists in a form that can be used to

perform an adequate review for adverse SI." The Board will

also note that the APTS report stated that " effective intervenor

interest continues at TMI-l restart hearing." Intervenor Sholly

|
is unsure which intervenor is referred to by the Staff, but there

can be no doubt that systems interaction has been at issue in

this proceeding it. conjunction with the ICS contention.
Tha second Unresolved Safety Issue ~related to contention

6a (and'to the motion to reopen on that issue) is Task A-47,

" Safety Implications of Control Systems," which was designated

!
as an USI in a March 1981 Special Report to Congress, EUREG-0705.

|
!

|
i

t
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) . Although-it is not completely clear, Task A-47. would appear to - ~

i --- have originated directly from the TMI-2 accident and-related ,

,' experience (such as the Rancho.Seco " dropped lightbulb" incident.
!

| of March 20, 1978, which subjected the Rancho Seco vessel to the
i

_ most severe overcooling transient yet experienced in an American
t

PWR) . The Board should note that NUREG-0705 describes Task

j A-47 as concern for the " potential for transients or accidents

, being made more severe as a result of the failure or malfunction-
9

of control systems" (NUREG-0705,.page A-9). This is precisely

why-the ICS was an issue in this proceeding. Clearly, the motion'

I
to reopen is concerned with serious safety issues insofar as

the motion is concerned with the ICS.

Regarding the safety significance of the motion with respect
4

!

j to Contention 15, Licensee and the Staff make several arguments.
i

: Licensee urges the Board to not. consider the issue of a audio /
!

video recording system in the control-room to be a significant

safety issue because the recommendation is directed "only -

4

at post-accident analysis." If one were to extend this argument

|t to its logical conclusion, the Licensee would have the Board- - --

,

ignore all issues.which do not manifest themselves until an

accident occurs. Of course, this is nonsense.

!' A principal lesson from the TMI-2 accident, one which is

: cited by the Lessons Learned Task Force (NUREG-0585, pages

!
4-6 to 4-7), the President's Commission (pages 11 and 66), and'

NRC's Special Inquirv Group (Volume.I, pages 97-99), is that
!

-

!
:

r

f

I
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the NRC and the industry must learn from operating experience. -

How glibly Licensee dismisses the potential safety significance <

of lessons to be learned from transients and accidents! ,

NUREG-0600 contains numerous examples of instances where

- insufficient information is availaole to reach a firm conclusion
on the sequence of events. Indeed, a principal controversy

regarding the TMI-2 accident revolves about when Licensee's

personnel first recognized the hydrogen burn spike on a strip
.

chart and whether this spike was seen initially and whether

remarks were made about it at the time. In addition, the

IE Operations Team (the group which wrote the " Martin Report")

concluded that it was difficult to establish the precise

sequence of events even in the weeks after an accident. Indeed,

such concerns appear to have been the basis for the " Martin

Repott" recommendations; the " Martin Report" at page 13 notes

that, "Information about occurrences during the accident when

operators did not record in their log could be alleviated
by the use of tape recording of conversations or direct verbal

recording." ( * Martin Report", page 13) In addition, the

" Martin Report" notes:

" Failure to promptly debrief event participants
immediately following an occurrence subjects the
information contained in individual memories to
potential loss of alteration. A review of inter-
view transcripts, taken during the course of the
four month TMI investigation demonstrates a gradual

.
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loss in memory in event detail and a reduction in
conflicts between testimony. Conflicts in tescimony
appear to resort in agreement with the testimony of

__ the more powerful personalities."
~

r [ SOURCE: " Martin Report", pages 34-35]
,

-- It is inconceivable to Intervenor Sholly that the lessons

to be learned as a result of an actual accident experience or

transient experience can be considered not to represent a

significant safety issue. Indeed, to the extent that infor-
.

mation on actual events can be preserved and analyzed, it

is Intervenor Sholly's position that this is highly safety

significant. The sound / video recording systera proposed by

the " Martin Report" would, Intervenor Sholly believes, be

a significant improvement toward that end.

The safety significance of the recommendation to

evaluate the use of multi-point recorders is less obvious,

but nonetheless significant. If such multi-point recorders

are inappropriately.used, it is not difficult to imagine a

critical data point being missed due to a delay in displaying

data on a multi-point display instrument. Indeed, as anyone

wno has seen a 12-20 point display knows, it is difficult

at times to make sense of such cutput. The " Martin Report"

recommendation in this regard appears to be aimed at ensuring

that the use of multi-point recorders is appropriate, and

that safety-significant information is presented appropriately

on output devices dedicated solely to that purpose. Intervenor
.

Sholly considers this to be a safety significant issue, and one

-
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which does not appear to have been addressed either by the

Staff or the Licensee in their respective control room design

review reports for TdI-1.
~

r- .

Licensee (response at page 12) would havc the Board believe

that Intervenor Sholly does not believe this issue to be within

the scope of Contention 15 This is, of course, absurd; if

that was my position, there would have been no point in

bringing up the issue in the motion to reopen. The proper

course of action, in that event, would be to a.ttempt to

seek leave of the Board to file a new contention. In any
i

event, Intervenor Sholly's position is that th'e issue of a

review of the use of multi-point recorders is clearly within

the scope of Contention 15.

Previously, at pages 17-18, supra, Intervenor Sholly

argued that the standards appropriate to the motion to reopen

were analogous t o the standards to be met by a late-filed

contention. These standards are now addressed.

The standard for " good cause" for filing is addressed

in the discussion under timeliness, at pages 2-16, supra,

and need not be recanted here.
There are no other means available for protecting Inter-

venor Sholly's interes'ts in this matter. This proceeding

provides the sole mechanism in which the concerns evidenced

.
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in Intervenor Sholly's contentions and the motion to reopen

the record can be addressed.in terms of the sufficiency of

the requirements for restart of TMI-1. '-
<

,

Regarding the Intervenor's assistance in developing

- a sound record, it is the Intervenor's position that there =- '

has been a substantial contribution to the record as a result

of Intervenor Sholly's participation in the proceeding. The

Board is best in a position to judge this matter at this
~

.

point in time, however.

Finally, no other party has advanced the issues which

are the subje:t of the motion to reopen the record, although

ANGRY has assisted Intervenor Sholly in the litigation of

the human factors contention (Contention 15) . It is, however,

Intervenor Sholly who seeks to reopen the record, not Intervenor

ANGRY. Therefore, Intervenor Sholly's interests in this matter

are not represented by any other party.

The granting of the motion to reopen the record would,

of course result in additional on-the-record sessions and
!

additional findings and a Board ruling on those matters. It

is Intervenor Sholly's position, however, that this could be

done expeditiously, and Intervenor Sholly pledges his cooperation

toward this end. Intervenor Sholly is prepared to go forward

with cross-examination of the Staff witnesses within'two weeks

of a Board order granting the motion to reopen the record. The

only " discovery" which Intervenor Sholly would require would be
.
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a brief meeting with appropriate Staff members who could address

who considered the " Martin Report" recommendations, how they ,

were considered (i.e., what standards were applied in e/aluating;

the need for the actions recommended), and what the specific

disposition of the recommendations were; Intervenor Sholly

believes this could be accomplished in a meeting with such

Staff personnel in an hour or two at most.

Intervenor Sholly would further be prepared to file proposed

findings on the reopened session within 10 working days after

receipt of transcripts of the hearing sessions, and is prepared

to waive the filing of reply findings if the Staff and Licensee

are likewise so disposed, Intervenor Sholly anticipates that

one hearing day would be sufficient to litigate the issues
~

which are the subject of the motion to reopen the record.

On the basis of these estimates, Intervenor Sholly concludes

that with a timely Board order granting the motion to reopen

and with cooperation from all parties as to expedition, the

reopened proceedings on the motion to reopen the record could

be concluded (includina the filing of findings) before the

completion of the reopened proceeding on the operator cheating

I incident. Therefore, Intervonor Sholly contends that no
|

prejudice would accrue to Licensee's interests from reopening!

|
the record, save perhaps a slight delay in the finalization

I

i of the Board's ultimate findings. In any event, Licensee has

L
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presented the Board with no facts whatsoever regarding how

granting the motion would prejudice his interests. Licensee
,

has not demonstrated how granting the motion would cause so .

-- much as one day's delay in the granting of permission to

restart TMI-l (should this be the ultimate result of the

hearings). In short, Licensee has presented nothing more

than rhetoric, with a scant curtsey toward justifying its

position. Intervenor Sholly can find no prejudice in

granting of the motion to reopen, and asserts that no

such prejudice would accrue as a result of reopening

the record.

IV. RESPONSE TO BOARD QUESTION THREE

Intervenor Sholly would proceed by examining the

members of the IE Operations Team (which authored the

" Martin Report") as to the specific basis for their

recommendations. Intervenor Sholly would further examine

the Staff witnesses on why they believe (if they do)

that the Action Plan requirements (some 41% of which

have still not been implemented because they are in

the development stage) are sufficiently responsive to

the " Martin Report" concerns that no additional requirements

are necessary for restart of TMI-1. Intervenor Sholly

would also seek, through the witnesses, to have relevant
.

Y

w .m
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portions of the " Martin Report" entered into the record as an

exhibit.
<

.

V. RESPONSE TO ISSUES RAISED
BY THE STAFF AND LICENSEE

A. Issues raised by the Licensee

1. Licensee. asserts that a " lengthy hearing in this proceeding

was preceded by an equally lengthy period of discovery."

(Licensee response at 6). Intervenor Sholly asserts

that the length of the hearing and the length of the

discovery process are utterly irrelevant to the issue

of whether the motion to reconsider is timely. One cannot

request a document for which there is substantial reason

to believe does not exist until its existence and

its relevance to the case is apparent.

2. Licensee asserts (Licensee response at 9, fn. 6) that

the Staff was under no obligation to bring the " Martin

| Report" to the Board's attention. The Board is referred
|

to Duke Power Company (Williem B. ncGuire Nuclear

Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-143, 6 AEC 623, 625 (1973),

in which the Appeal Board held, "In all future

proceedings, parties must inform the presiding board

and other parties of new information which is relevant

t

i
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and material to the matters being adjudicated." In. - -. ,

addition, the Staff may not " sit" on information, j
'-- -

-- claiming it is.being " analyzed", but the Staff.must ", ..r'

promptly inform the presiding board and parties of . ~

the new information. Thus, Intervenor Sholly.--_

concludes that the Staff was under an obligation-

to inform the Board and parties to this proceeding
-

of the " Martin Report" and its contents; even if
,

the Staff declined to provide free copies of such

a report, it was under an ogligation nonetheless

to disclose its existence and to regeal the substance'

of that report's conclusions and recommendations and
..

make the report available for copying. This the

Staff failed to do.

3. Licensee asserts that'the IE personnel "have no

design experience with large commercial reactors.

or design review experience within NRR" and that._ -;

as a result there is "no reason to believe" that
.

| these persons could add to the testimony already
!

| presented by the Staff. The Board may note from
!

( a review of the - relevant statements of professional

| qualifications that, with respect to Intervenor

Sholly's contentions, neither Mr. Lapra nor Mr.
I-

| Ramirez have the cited " experience with large
! -

! = commercial reactors" that the Licensee would pose

!
r

I

L
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- as a test for the usefulness of the testimony of

the additional Staff witnesses. Moreover, Intervenor
c

-- Sholly asserts that it is these witnesses experience 4 . -..

with inspection and the TMI-2 accident investigation

in particular that makes-them uniquely qualified to

testify with regards to the issues raised in the

motion to reopen. In addition, Intervenor Sholly
>

notes the following experiences of the witnesses

whom Licenec' would have the Board believe have

little to add to the Staff's previous testimony:

a. Mr. R.D. Martin: experience in inspections
at nuclear plants with NRC since .1974; manager
of research reactor with U. of Michigan from
January to August 1974; lecturer for U. of
Michigan for two years in nuclear power
plant systems; reactor supervisor for two
years at Union Carbide; shift engineer at
Oak Ridge Research Reactor.

b. Mr. D.C. Kirkpatrick: inspector and
nuclear engineer for 11 years with AEC/NRC;
design experience with breeder reactors;
specifically, redesigned the instrumentation
and control systems on the LAMPRE breeder.

c. Mr. D.R. Hunter: licensed operator at
CVTR reactor for 2 years; Navy nuclear
experienca; shift supervisor at unnamed
nuclear power station; experience in
design review and operations with reactors;
served on onsite safety review committee
for commercial reactor.

|

| d. Mr. T.T. Martin: Navy nuclear experience;
; operator at Salem Nuclear Plant during late

construction and early pre-operational testing
phases; prepared for SRO exam; 7 years
inspection experience for AEC/NRC. -

!

!

!

|
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e. Mr. ..N. Fasano: resident inspector at --A
TMI; 10 years inspection experience; designed

-
'

equipment for radiation research for five '
years,-

f. Mr. P.J. Kellogg: U.S. Naval Academy graduate';.
Navy nuclear experience; seven years NRC
inspection experience.

1
4-

It is Intervenor Sholly's position that these witnesses

can hardly be considered to be unqualified; if Licensee

would so argue, and the Board agreed, the Board would

have to go back to the~ record and strike much of the
*

testimony that-is already there, since it was sponsored
4

| by-witnesses with similar bac?: grounds. To the contrary
.

of Licensee's position, Intervenor Sholly believes,

that these witnesses have a great deal to add to

the record..

|

B. Issues raised by the NRC Staff
.

1. The Staff takes ~the position that the recommendations

of the'" Martin Report" were only " preliminary views

forwarded for further consideration." This is _

;

| probably.true; it is also true with respect to

every other TMI-2 accident investigation. None-
,

! of the investigations had the power or authority
i

to implement their recommendations on their own and

all had to be evaluated prior to their adoption. '

!

!

$
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To extend the Staff's position to its logical conclusion >

would mean that NUREG-0578, NUREG-0585, the Kemeny report,
s

and the Rogovin report could not have been used asithe , '

bas'is for contentions since their recommendat. ions were

- not " final". This, of course, is absurd; these reports-

- served as the basis for numerous contentions-in.this

and other proceedings. The " Martin Report" recommendations

'
are'no less significant than the others cited above,

and in one.way, they are more significant. The " Martin

Report" investigators-appear to have spent more time

at the plant during the immediate post-accident time

period than any other set of investigators, and have

interviewed over 200 persons connected with the accident

'
in one way or another. As a result of such in-depth

investigation of the accident, the recommendations of
,

the IE Operations Team necessarily have a great deal

of significance.

2. As pointed out above, it is nearly irrelevant that

|
the Staff's previous witnesses will'not change their

testimony based on the " Martin Report." Moreover, in no

case is there any evidence that the previous Staff
4

witnesses contacted-any of the IE_ Operations Team

investigators to. determine the " technical bases" for

their recommendations. . In any event, it is not material
-

whether the Staff's mind is-changed, but'rather whether

| the Board's mind is changed.
i
L

!-

I_^
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C. Questions left unanswered by the
Staff and Licensee responses

e

___ Intervenor Sholly believes, upon reviewing the Staff -- ' - -~

and Licensee responses to the motion to reopen the record,

as well as materials relevant to the development of the

TMI Action Plan, that a number of important questions have

been left unanswered by the responses of the Staff and

the Licensee to the motion to reopen. These questions

are listed below.

1. When was the " Martin Report" first transmitted
to anyone at NRR? Who transmitted the report

~

and to whom was it sent?

2. Mr. Stello's memorandum of December 7, 1979, to
Messrs. Denton, Levine, Dircks, and Minogue, 3

stated that " Requests for addressing actions
needed for recommendations applicable to your
Office will be handled by separate correspondence."

,

Where is that correspondence? What was the
substance of that correspondence? How were
these recommendations handled by NRR, RES,
NMSS, and OSD?

3. How did the " Martin Report" come to the
attention of the group which compiled the
first draft of the Action Plan? When was
the document submitted to this group?

i

| 4. What was the cause of the delay from the
September / October timeframe in which the

| " Martin Report" and the " Radiological"
report were forwarded to IE headquarters
and the time of the Stello memorandum of

! December 7, 1979? Why were these reports
not promptly released to the public document
room, and why were Boards and parties in
all proceedings not informed about these
reports?

_
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5. Why didn't NUREG-0616 reference or evaluate
the recommendations of the " Martin Report" or
the " Radiological" report? )

6. Why did the Staff witnesses at the TMI-1 -

restart hearing not learn of the " Martin Report" _

~ until the motion to reopen was filed?

7. What criteria were used by the Staff in determining
which " Martin Report" recommendations would not
be adopted J.n the Action Plan (NUREG-0660) ? Who
made these decisions? Were the authors of the
" Martin Report" informed of the Staff's disposition s

of their recommendations?
,

8. Did 'the Staff witnesses who gave affidavits in [
support of the Staff's response to the motion

'

'
to reopen contact any of the IE Operations
leam regarding the " Martin Report" recommendations?
If not, how did these witnesses evaluate the
" Martin Repore"?

9. In evaluating the " Martin Report" recommendations)
did the Staff perform any " detailed analyses" ,

to determine if the recommendations were warranted,
or did the Staff rely on its " professional engineering
judgment" or " consensus opinion" on these matters?

10. Who were the members of the " task force" of ,

which Mr. Kirkpatrick waa a member, how were
they chosen, what was their charter, and how - '
did they perform their task?

t

' '
',

,

VI. CONCLUSION ?'.

i

In conclusion, Intervenor Sholly's position is that the -

motion to reopen the record meets the appropriate tests for- J

such motions, is timely filed, deals with significant safety s
s o

issues, and could result in a change in the Board's initial
'

.\

decision on these matters. The motion thould therefore be
7

granted by the Board. Intervenor Sholly is prepared to move
,

y

4

)
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forward expeditiously upon Board approval of the motion to

-- reopen t.he record. . <
- -

r
-
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Steven C. Sholly
,
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UNITED STATES ATTA N W l1 '' . ' ''

<

*A NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS310N hv n

j O bV*: . '

. , { ,. g,/ 4 ,E$- WASHINGTON. o. c. 20sss ,:
.,

g, M f,

....+ DEC 7 iFig

_

MEMORANDUM FOR: Haiold R. Denton, Director'-

Office of Nuclear Raactor Regulation -

,

Saul Levine, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

. .

William J. Dircks,~~ Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety & Safeguards

,

Robert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Development

.,3 fad 3:
'

Victor Stello, Jr., Director
'

:-

. Office of Inspection and Enforcement . _;. ."

SUBJECT: IE/IMI UNIT 2 INVESTIGATION TEAM RECOMMENDATIONS

The IE/THI-2 Investigation Team, as a follow-on to their efforts in
preparation of NUREG-0600, " Investigation Into.the March 28, 1979, TMI

,

4

Accident", nave provided their recomendations resulting from their
involvement in the investigation. Enclosed for your information are
their recommendations which are broken down ini;o two parts: (1) Operations
Investigating Team Recommendations (Enclosure 1); :nd,(2) Radiological
Investigating Team Recommendations (Enclosure 2). requests for addressing>

- actions needed for recomendations applicable to_your Office will be.,
handled by separate corres,nondence. .

, ,

((~(h) /
''

% ufVictorStello,Jr.4
Director
Office of Inspection

and Enforcement
Enclosures:
1. Operatiuns Team Recomendations -

IE/TMI Unit 2 Investigation
2. Radiological Investigation Team

Recomendations for Further Action
.

. cc: See next page
-

CONTACT: P. F. McKee, IE . .
t.

. .

..tr. .

(x28019) L' c. 1 #' --
. .

-
.
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THIS IS THE THIRD ITERATION OF THE TMI ACTIDH PLAN
g TRACKING SYSTEM (APTS). (THE FORMAT HAS BEEN ALTERED

IN ORDER TO MAKE THE TEXT MORE READABLE AND ALSO TOEo ALLOW AUTOMATED COLLECTION OF GROUPED DATA.3Z
N.

ITEMS WHICH ARE IN THE IMPLEMENTATIDH PHASE WERE NOT$ UPDATED FOR T:iIS ISSUE OF THE APTS. THIS INFORMATION ISU TO BE DRAWH FROM THE PROJECT ACTION TRACKING SYSTEM (PATS)< DEVELOPED FOR HRM. THE PATS IS OPERATIDHAL, AND TifEy IHITIAL DATA INPUT IS TO BE COMPLETED BY 15 JUNE 1981,<
'

THE HEXT ISSUE OF THE APTS WILL APPEAR IN LATE..

AUGUST OR EARLY SEPTEMBER.

TMI ACTION PLAN TRACKING SYSTEM *

S'ATUS THDTCATORS

1 STATUS INDICATORS:
,

IN AC T!'/ E -

H0 WCRK IS CURREt!!LY UNDER:!AY IN THIS ITEM.
REQUIREMENT -

A REQUIREMENT HAS BEEN ISSUED AHD THE ITEM IS B'EING
IMPLEMENTED.

COMPLETE ALL ACTIVITY'0H THE ACTION ITEM.HAS BEEN FINISHED
-

STUDY OR REPORT COMPLETED; REQUIREMENT, ISSUANCE, AND
IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE.

(BLANK) - ACTIVE; UNDER REVIEW
'

2. STATUS FLAGS ,

RED - TROUBLE WITH ITEM; SERIOUS SLIP ( > 1 YEAR): SEVERE
RESOURCE Sif0RTAGE; TRACKING PROBLEMS.

YELLOW ANY SLIP LESS THAH 1 YEAR; POTENTIAL RED ITEM.-

'GREEH -

EXECUTION AHD/OR IMPL EMENTATION ARE GOING SM00!HLY.,
-

3. COMMISSION ACTION INDICATOR:

YES -

I!!DICATES COMMISSIDH REVIEW /ACTIDH IS REQUIRED ON-THE ITEM.|
I .

NO -

COMMISSIqH ATTENTI0ii IS HOT REQUIRED 3Y THE ITEM.
(

i

,, I '

..,

,
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...CHAPVER. P3 . STATUS. , FLAG. ACU M COMP DATE JEV_151D O FELC.I Jo_H T191'1 N A M E . PfQNE DlVj,,, B R A NJ,H T A CL!HIX.C.3 1 RED YES FY82 05/05/81 NRR FRANK CGFFMAN 28058 DS! RRAB 042044 m'
RES F. R0WSOME 043373,

IE 043374
ACM

TITLE:............ RISK ASSESSMENT - SYSTEMS INTERACTIDH (NRs)
PURPOSE .......... DEVELOP METHOCOLOGY FCR SYSTEMS INTERACTION (SI) ANALYSIS OF LWR'S; AND THE REGULATORY

GUIDANCE FOR USE BY STAFF 4 INDUSTRY IN SI EVALUATI0tl5 0F LWR'S.SCHEDULE:....... (ORIGINAL) DI ABLO CAtlYON SEIS!1IC INDUCED SI STUDIES COMfLETE PRIOR TO FULL POWER.

OPERATION. ItlDIAN POINT 3 SI REVIEW - ALTERtlATIVE APPROACH STUDIES COMPLETE DY 04/01/81
REGULATORY GUIDANCE FROM A-17 STUDIES DRAFT BY 12/80. REG. GUIDE BY 6/81. (CURRENT)
DIABLO CANTON SEISMICALLY INDUCED SI STUDIES. SER ISSUED 10/80. INDIAN POINT 3
SI PROGRAM 8 EXAMPLE SYSTEM REC'D 03/18 (SIX MOS. LATE). SER 03/82. REGULATORYGUIDAtiCE - (NCtlE FROM A-17). INTERIM GUIDANCE FROM GUIDANCE DEVELOPMEllT TASK, 12/81

ACCOMPLISHMENTS .. COMPLETED DIABLO cat 4 YON SI SER-10/80. FAVORABLE ACRS LTR 11/14/80. ISSUED ETATE-
- 0F-ART REPORTS 01/31 HUREG/CR-1859 (LLL), NUREG/CR-1896(BMI). NUREG/CR-1901(BHL).

AUTHORIZED FYS1 T/A EFFORT ON " DEVELOPMENT OF SI REGULATORY GUIDANCE 10 BMI 1 BNL,
02/6/81; AND FY81 T/A EFFORT Ori " INDIAN POItiT 3-SI EVALUATION" TO LLL. 02/13/81
COMPLETED SAN ONOFRE 2/3 SI STUDY, SSER INPUT TO DL 04/07/81, ACRS.REVIEU REC'D
03/12/81 ISSUED LTR REPORT SUMMARIZIrlG SIB /DSI APPROACH TO SI FOR INTERNAL COMMENT03/05/81; MET WITH AIF TO SAMPLE INDUSTRY REACTIOff TO SIB APPROACH 04/01/81

CURRENT STATUS ... TECH. ASSISTANCE RFP FOR FY 81-82 SUBMITTED TO PROGRAM SUPPORT Ill 09/80.
AWAITING LASS RESPONSES- WORK IrlVOLVES STARTING PILOT SI REVIEWS OF SELECTED
LUR PLANTS BY CY 1981 (SEE ISSUES).
INDIAN POINT 3 PROGRAM APPEARS RESPONSIVE TO ACRS DIRECTIVES. STAFF IS
PREPARIflG SPECIFIC COMMErlTS Ott THEIR PROGRAM.
LTR REPORT EEING REVISED TO REFLECT COMMENTS REC'D FROM AIF AND
ItlTERt4AL PERSONNEL.
INTERIM SI GUIDAtlCE REPORTS FROM LABS (BMI/BHL) DUE 09/81

ISSUESr.......... RELATED SANDIA EFFORT Ori A-17 NOT PROGRESSIrlG TOWARDS RESOLUTI0tl BECAUSE FAULT TREE
METHODOLOGY DID fl0T ILLUSTRATE FEASIBILITY OF IDEtlTIFYItiG ACTUAL SI OCCURRENCES.
PASHY IllCURRED 6 MONTH DELAY IN SUBMITTING SI PROGRAM FOR IP #3 SI STUDY; CAUSED
BY PASNY DELAYS IN SELECTIrlG TECif ASSIST AtlCE C0tlTR ACTOR E PRIORI!*ES OF OTifERNRC WrRK (E.G., IMPLEMEtlIING LESS0?ls LEARNED, COMPLETION OF IP R3 RISK STUDY).
SIB /DSI DISSOLVED A!ID 2 PEOPLE TRANSFERRED TO RRAB/ DST TO PERFORM SI PROGRAM FORNRR. THIS WILL DELAY 6 PILOT-LWR REVIEWC BY AT LEAST 6 MOS A!!D COULD REDUCE THENR. OF LUR. IP3 EFFO2T REDUCED TP ONE STAFF PERSON. CHARACTERIZATION OF SI EXPERIENCE
AT OPERATING REACTORS UAS POSTP0tlED.
.' TATE-OF-ART REVIEW C0tiCLUDED THAT NO SItIGLE METHOD PRESENTLY EXISTS IN A FORT 1 TlfAT

.

CAN BE USED TO PLRFORM Ati ADEQUATE RE"IEW FOR ADVERSE SI. THE TASK DEVELOPIt!G
INTERIN GUIDANCE MUeT DEFIllE A PROGRAM COM3INING THE APPLICABLE MEffl005. EFFECTIVE
INTERVENOR IflT FR ES T C0rlTItluES AT TMI-1 RESTART HEARING AtlD IS ANTICIPATED IN THE EVENTOF All INDI AN POINT 3 HEAP.IrlG.

COMMISSIDH ACTION: A REVISED DASELINE SCHEDULE AND/OR SCOPE OF WORK WILL BE REQUESTED TO REFLECT
CURRENT RESOURCES AtID PRIORITIES.
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* UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD e

.

In the Matter of )
) Docket No. 50-289

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY )
) (RESTART)

~

(Three Mile Island, Unit 1) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby cer*tify by my signature below that single copies
of INTERVENOR STEVEN C. SHOLLY RESPONSE TO MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
DATED OCTOBER 13, 1981 were served upon the persons on this
service list by deposit in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, first class, this 29th day of October 1981.

AML ~

Steven C. Sho fy

Ivan W. Smith, Esq. Robert W. Adler, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing 505 Executive House

Board Panel P.O. Box 2357
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Harrisburg, PA 17120

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Walter W, Cohen, Esq.

Consumer Advocate's Office
Dr. Walter H. Jordan - Department of Justice
881 West Outer Drive Strawberry Square, 14th Fl.
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 Harrisburg, PA 17127

| Dr. Linda W. Little John A. Levin, Esq.
5000 Hermitage Drive Assistant Counsel
Raleigh, NC 27612 Pa. Public Utility Commission

P.O. Box 3265
George P. Trowbridge, Esq. Harrisburg, PA 17120
Shaw Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N.W. Marjorie M. Aamodt
Washington, D.C. 20036 R.D. #5

Coatesville, PA 19320
Counsel for NRC Staff
Office of the Executive Robert Q. Pollard

Legal Director 609 Montpelier Street
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Baltimore, MD 21218

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Ellyn R. Weiss, Esq.
Harmon & Weiss -

'

1725 I Street, N.W.
Suite 506

__ . Washington, D.C. 20006

Dr. Judith H. Johnsrud
Environmental Coalition on '

Nuclear Power
433 Orlando Avenue
State College, PA 16801

Marvin I. Lewis .

6504 Bradford Terrace
Philadelphia, PA 19149

Jordan D. Cunningham, Esq.
Counsel for Newberry
2320 North Second Street
Harrisburg, PA 19149

'Gail Phelps
ANGRY
245 West Philadelphia Street
York, PA 17404

Louise Bradford
TMI Alert
315 Peffer Street
Hacrisburg, PA 17102

Willian S. Jordan, III, Esq.
Harmon & deiss
1725 I Street, N . h' .

Suite 506
Washington, D.C. 20006

Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20a55
ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Branch
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